Cock Rings
Super Soft Cock Ring by Tantus TS601 $11.70
Wearing a c-ring can create larger, harder erections, and intensify the sensation of a male’s
orgasm. The Tantus Super Soft C-Ring is a redesigned version of our classic ring. We used
the same Ultra-Premium Silicone, but with a stretchier, softer texture to make it easier to put
on - even with an erection. Wear it around both the penis and testicles for the most intense
effect.
AVAILABLE OPTIONS
Black - Red

Vibrating Cock Ring - 2 inch TS615 $52.15
Tantus Vibrating Silicone Cock Ring. With a removable vibe and ridged design for added
clitoral stimulation, this cock ring, with a buzz, is sure to please both him and her. This
Cock Ring is known to cause orgasms that last up to 40 seconds. .75 x 2.65
AVAILABLE OPTIONS
Black - Red

TFB-Cock Sling-Tantus Silicone TS1610 $34.30
The Cock Sling by Tantus is designed to fit snugly around the shaft and balls with a
contoured tongue that gently messages the perineum The Cock Sling is like a cock ring
with a bonus feature. Complete with Toys For Boys Packaging. .6 by 2.3 inches.

ODEN INSIGNIA Couples Ring Vibe LL751 $189.90
World's most advanced couples ring with wireless remote. Designed for men to wear during
intercourse. The flexible design fits men of all sizes. Wireless remote also vibrates. Only 2
hours to charge. 1 year warranty.

ODEN 2 INSIGNIA Couples Ring LL753 $268.10
Worn by men when making love, ODEN™ 2’s revolutionary ‘couples’ ring transfers
vibrations direct to the clitoris, while offering him a fuller presence and more intense
orgasm. The wireless remote with optional SenseMotion™ (movement-activated) controls
means you can switch freely between patterns as you share the excitement.

TOR II Vibrating Cock Ring LL907 $222.20
TOR 2 is the world’s first waterproof and rechargeable couples’ ring, boasting 100% more
powerful vibrations than any product of its kind. LELO’s original TOR was already the
premium couples’ ring on the market, but now LELO's designers have improved
performance still further. Worn by a man when making love, the smooth silicone design
comfortably fits all sizes, bringing a long-lasting presence to him and amazing sensations
for her.
AVAILABLE OPTIONS
Black - Green

Screaming O Vibrating Ring SO101 $7.40
The Screaming O™ Vibrating Ring is the only vibrating ring with unique pleasure knobs to
vibrate the penis as well as provide direct, dynamic stimulation to the woman
that will make her toes curl while having the best orgasms of her life!

Screaming O Two O SO105 $10.95
The Two-O Double Pleasure vibrating ring features two mini motors attached to a super
stretchy and comfortable pleasure ring for better, more satisfying sex. The top motor
stimulates her clitoris while the bottom motor buzzes with intense sensations for mutual
pleasure, giving couples something to scream about – together!

8ight Love Ring Fun Factory FN501 $37.60
The cherry on top of this love ring is a love bud that can be applied to pleasure the clitoris
or anus, whatever your desire. Pull the smaller or larger penis ring over his member and
use the other ring for the bud. 100% silicone, waterproof.
AVAILABLE OPTIONS
Purple/Turquoise

Flame Love Ring Fun Factory FN503 $21.40
These intimate accessories for every man maximise the erection and convert his pride and
joy into a piece of jewellery! 100 % certified silicon. Suitable for intimate use, it is flexible,
odorless and easy to clean.

Rain Love Ring Fun Factory FN505 $21.40
This ring can be pulled apart at the adjoining water drops, making it easy to slip over the
penis. The penis ring with a trendy design promises a man’s crown jewels will
shine in all their brilliance. 100% silicone, waterproof.

